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Recent statements by Mumbai Commissioner of Police are unfortunate & unwarranted. On this 

background Indian Medical Association Maharashtra State primarily brings out few facts. 

  

Healthcare is constitutionally a basic right of people. Healthcare delivery is through doctors & private 

hospitals in our country. Even during the dreaded pandemic, Healthcare was provided purely by private 

hospitals. The truth of lagging healthcare sector in the country was so much exposed during pandemic that 

doctors and hospitals received notices to keep hospitals open. The notices were issued to hospitals as the 

need was too much vital, crucial on background of critical government sector. 

  

Doctors served people against every odd during the pandemic. Authorities served notices to compel the 

healthcare delivery. But doctors never complained that why they were made scapegoats and used as 

commodities..!! 

  

Medical fraternity lost more than 2000 expert Doctors while working during the covid pandemic. Still 

doctors stood with courage and continued their work. The martyrdom of 2000 doctors was lost as their 

families were refused the assured support insurance of 50 lacs..!! 

  

Again doctors never complained against this attitude, inspite of being used by authorities during pandemic. 

  

Role of doctors during pandemic crisis was needed to be broad.  Unfortunately, the intellectual 

professionalism was used just to deliver healthcare. As the professional experts doctors should have had 

role in administrative coordination, Healthcare Coordination, Communication Coordination & 

Healthcare Interventions. But doctors were looked upon as solution to the human resources crisis. 

  

Doctors never complained of being used as commodity. We served even the government sector facilities. 

Doctors did their best suiting to their role to engage community by rationale, effective communication & 

working as guidance to common people. The effective, successful, productive epidemic management 

demanded how much professional role would be shouldered upon the medical professionals considering 

their expertise. But the role was kept limited to suit the needs. 

  

Covid pandemic exposed bureaucratic functioning. The decisive fallacies, draconian grinding of the 

medical fraternity & unprofessional behaviors were witnessed during the entire pandemic till date. Height 

of Populist functioning kept the professional management of pandemic at bay. While the political thirst for 

populism found various means to satisfy its goals, the bureaucratic factions found this pandemic as an 

opportunity to satisfy their thirst for draconian functioning. The sufferers were doctors. Aptly described 

as over-bureaucratization, the administrative functionaries forgot their original professional nature. The 

administrative capabilities are supposed to have bird's eye view approach & unbiased controls over the 

situations. These very basic attributes of the administrative services were seen lost. 

  



Professional etiquette calls for respect towards every other profession. What medical professionals faced 

during the pandemic, at the hands of bureaucracy, is unconventional & unacceptable. The fraternity was 

being pushed against Wall. Bureaucratic harshness attained the peak during pandemic. For the  rational, 

ethical & factual demands from medical fraternity, bureaucratic responses were irrational, irrelevant & 

baseless. The controls of situations lacked uniformity. 

  

Intentional curbing of professional voice is the new definition of politicization of bureaucracy. Bureaucracy 

has been paving its ways towards uncontrolled solitary working. Pandemic pushed political leadership into 

confused state. This very situation has being used by bureaucracy for over-regulation. Again the medical 

fraternity was mute at the bureaucratic pathology on being used as commodity..!! 

  

Making generalized statements against doctors has become a routine as it simply earns claps. Rajasthan 

police & local politicians did the same & applied IPC section 302 without a single investigation. Late Dr. 

Archana Sharma was humiliated to the extent that she decided to commit suicide to prove her innocence. 

  

This is the truth of our system. 

  

Doctors decide the necessary investigations for patients depending upon their conditions. Every patient has 

variable response to the disease process & so variable is the management. Professional autonomy comes 

out of the professional education & should not be challenged as unreasonable by the people who may not 

understand the intricacies. Indian Medical Association has sound principles of Quality, Safety, Ethicality 

and Professionalism. We reserve our right to safeguard our profession. 

  

Medical fraternity has witnessed the meaning of being used as commodity. Doctors never express or come 

to streets against the unjust. But we definitely expect professional respect from responsible officials in all 

quarters. 
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